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▸ super B-factory, located in Tsukuba, Japan 
▸ asymmetric e+e- collider (e- at 7GeV, e+ at 4GeV)  
▸ commissioning run from Feb to Jul 2018, regular operations started in Mar 2019 
▸ operated at 10.58 GeV 
▸ design luminosity 8x1035 cm-2s-1 

DARK SECTOR WITH BELLE II 

SUPERKEKB
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▸ during last year’s commissioning run, 0.5 fb-1 collected 
▸ aim is to collect 50 times more data than Belle (i.e. 50 

ab-1) 
▸ rich physics program: B and D physics, quarkonium 

and low mass dark sector

DARK SECTOR WITH BELLE II 

BELLE II

Dark Sector Physics at BaBar and Belle II (Torben Ferber)

Belle II: Detector
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positrons e+

electrons e-

KL and muon detector (KLM): 
Resistive Plate Counters (RPC) (outer barrel) 
Scintillator + WLSF + MPPC (endcaps, inner barrel) 

Particle Identification (PID): 
Time-Of-Propagation counter (TOP) (barrel) 
Aerogel Ring-Imaging Cerenkov Counter (ARICH) 

Electromagnetic calorimeter (ECL): 
CsI(Tl) crystals, waveform sampling to measure time 
and energy (possible upgrade: pulse-shape) 
Non-projective gaps between crystals 

Vertex detectors (VXD): 
2 layer DEPFET pixel detectors (PXD) 
4 layer double-sided silicon strip detectors (SVD) 

Central drift chamber (CDC): 
He(50%):C2H6 (50%), small cells,  
fast electronics 

Magnet: 
1.5 T superconducting 
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FIG. 2: Numerical cross sections for e+e!µ+µ�Z0(!invisible) obtained with MadGraph. The solid
line assumes the Lµ�L⌧ predicted rates for Z 0 ! invisible while the dashed line assumes BF [Z 0 !
invisible]=1. For Z 0 masses approaching the CM energy

p
s, the cross section vanishes, limiting

the sensitivity to the parameter space region for MZ0 > 8 GeV/c2.
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DARK Z’
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▸ extend SM by adding a U(1)’ group  
▸ new massive gauge boson Z’ couples only to 

fermions of 2nd and 3rd generation 
▸ Z’ coupled to Lμ-Lτ via g’ 
▸ focus on invisible Z’ decay produced with a pair of 

muons 
▸ invisible decay channel to be explored for the first 

time

�
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µ�

Z 0
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★ may solve dark matter puzzle (mediator 
between SM and DS) 

★ may explain (g-2)μ

FIG. 1: Example of a Feynman diagram for the production of a light Z 0 boson in e+e� collisions
followed by its invisible decay to neutrinos or to dark matter
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(g0)2MZ0

24⇡
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The branching fraction (BF) for Z 0 ! invisible is therefore given by73

BF (Z 0 ! invisible) =
2�(Z 0 ! ⌫l⌫̄l)

2�(Z 0 ! ⌫l⌫̄l) + �(Z 0 ! µ+µ�) + �(Z 0 ! ⌧+⌧�)
(4)

where the branching fraction to one neutrino species is half of the branching fraction to one74

charged lepton flavour. The reason is, of course, that the Z 0 only couples to left-handed75

neutrino chiralities whereas it couples to both left- and right-handed charged leptons. The76

expected branching ratios to neutrino decays of the Z 0 are therefore77

MZ0 < 2Mµ =) BF [Z 0 ! invisible] = 1, (5)

2Mµ < MZ0 < 2M⌧ =) BF [Z 0 ! invisible] ' 1/2, (6)

MZ0 > 2M⌧ =) BF [Z 0 ! invisible] ' 1/3. (7)

Of course in the case of kinematic accessible decays of Z 0 to dark matter particles � (�̄),78

such as Z 0 ! ��̄ if MZ0 > 2M�, one can expect that BF (Z 0 ! ��̄) = 1.79

In the second model that we take under consideration, we allow the Z 0 to couple to all80

leptons, but we also allow for charged LFV which in turn enables us to search for final state81

in which no or little standard model background is to be expected [9] [10].82

In order to check these two models, we perform a search for the following processes:83

e+e� ! µ+µ�Z 0, Z 0 ! invisible, (8)

e+e� ! µ±e⌥Z 0, Z 0 ! invisible. (9)

If one defines the distribution of the mass squared recoiling against the µµ or µe systems as84

M2
r,µµ = s+M2

µ+µ� � 2
p
sECMS

µ+µ� , (10)

M2
r,µe = s+M2

µ±e⌥ � 2
p
sECMS

µ±e⌥ , (11)
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Belle 2 DATA
event display
run # 3236
Event #493624
M

Z’
 candidate 2 GeV/c2

Belle II Event DisplayBelle II Event Display
 Les Rencontres de Physique de la Vallée d'Aoste La Thuile 10-16/03/2019  Gianluca Inguglia
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▸ reconstruct recoil mass w.r.t. the two muons 
▸ look for a bump in mass spectrum 
▸ consider several mass hypothesis for Z’ 
▸ consider main backgrounds (μ+μ-,τ+τ-,e+e- μ+μ-) 
▸ systematic effects include trigger, tracking and PID

7.4. Upper limits: overall results474

In the previous sections 90% CL sensitivities for the Z 0 cross section measurements were475

presented based on estimates in both frequentist and Bayesian approaches, with slightly476

di↵erent assumptions and approximations.477

These results are shown in FIG. 24 as a function of the recoil mass (here labelled MZ0 for478

obvious reasons).479
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FIG. 24: Expected frequentist based (blue line) and Bayesian based (red line) 90% CL upper limits
to �[e+e ! µ+µ�Z 0(! invisible)].

Cross section results can be translated in terms of upper limits on g0. This is done480

numerically with MadGraph (see SECT. 1), as an analytical expression is not available.481

The expected sensitivities for g0 in both frequentist and Bayesian approaches are shown in482

FIG. 25.483
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FIG. 25: Expected frequentist based (blue line) and Bayesian based (red line) 90% CL upper limits
to g0. The solid line assumes the Lµ � L⌧ predicted rates for Z 0 ! invisible while the dashed line
assumes BF [Z 0 ! invisible]=1. The red band shows the region that could explain the anomalous
muon magnetic moment (gµ � 2)± 2�.
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preliminary

(g-2)μ band

M2
r = s + M2

μ+μ− − 2 sECMS
μ+μ−

analysis under internal review → unblinding 
PRL paper in preparation to be submitted soon
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UPSILON (1S) TO INVISIBLE
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‣ Low mass dark matter particles however might play a role in 
the decays of Y(1S), having Y(1S)→𝝌𝝌  if kinematically allowed, 
Phys. Rev. D 80:115019 (2009) 

‣ Also, new mediators (Z’, A0, h0) or SUSY particles might 
enhance  Y(1S) → νν(ɣ), Phys. Rev. D 81:054025 (2010)      

‣ In absence of new physics enhancement, Belle II should be 
able to observe the SM Y(1S) → νν   

M2
r = s + M2

π+π− − 2 sECMS
π+π−
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Nexp = 17281 ± 131.457

Npbkg,ττμμ = 486
Npbkg,ττee = 272
Npbkg,ττππ = 48

Number of peaking bkg events

▸ peaking bkg events due to Y(1S) decay leptons out of 
detector acceptance (→ fake signal event) 

▸ estimate different contributions with MC control sample 
▸ select invisible candidates with PID, track and InvM 

criteria 

generic = e+e- → Y(3S) 
continuum = e+e- → qq
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preliminary result

BaBar : 
Belle II : 
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▸ reduce peaking and non-peaking bkg with MVA study 
▸ FastBDT with signal=Y(1S)→νν and bkg=gen, cont 
▸ features include nTracksROE, Eπ+π-,Eɣ,max,… 

▸ extract signal yield with double gaussian fit 
▸ preliminary cross section limit

MVA-Output>0.3
ϵrejected = 99.3 %

MVA-Output>0.3
ϵaccepted = 84.9 %

FastBDT

BR(Υ(1S) → inv) < 3 × 10−4
BR(Υ(1S) → inv) < 3.74 × 10−5
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WHAT ABOUT A DARK HIGGS?
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▸ extend SM by adding a U(1) group  
▸ new minimal model includes dark photon (U boson), coupled to SM ɣ via kinetic mixing 

parameter ε 
▸ introduce in analogy to SM a spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism of U(1) with new 

particle, dark Higgs h’ 
▸ e+e-→Uh’ (Higgs-Strahlung), distinguish different signatures according to mass hypothesis 

▸ mh’ > 2mU, h’ decays to U pair, six charged particle final state, investigated by BaBar and Belle 
▸ mh’ < mU, h’ has large lifetime to escape detection, 2 charged particle final state plus missing 

energy, only investigated by KLOE 

tion of Mµµ-Mmiss masses for the combined sample. There are three values
exceeding the threshold corresponding to a 3σ excess, while 4.2 were expected
on probabilistic base. The excess significance of those points (see fig. 4) are
at the level of 3.1σ, 3.2σ and 3.4σ. In the on-peak and off-peak samples the
most significant values exceeding the 3σ threshold are at the level of 3.9σ and
3.8σ respectively (see fig. 4, left plot) These excesses, even though at quite in-
teresting level, are then lost in the combination of the two samples, becoming
fluctuations of average size.

As no evidence of the dark Higgsstrahlung process was found, 90% confidence
level Bayesian upper limits on the number of events were derived bin by bin
in the Mµµ-Mmiss plane, separately for the on-peak and off-peak samples, and
then converted in terms of αD × ϵ2. They are shown in fig. 5. Fig. 6 shows the
on-peak and off-peak 90% CL upper limits projected along the mU and mh′

axes after a slight smoothing to make them more readable. The different curves
in mU (mh′) correspond to different values of mh′ (mU). These results were
then combined by taking into account the different integrated luminosities of
the two samples and the respective signal efficiencies and cross sections. The
combined results are almost everywhere dominated by the on-peak sample,
because of the larger available statistics, with the exception of some very
noisy background regions. They are shown in fig. 7. These limits are largely
dominated by the data statistics. Values as low as 10−9÷10−8 of the product
αD× ϵ2 are excluded at 90% CL for a large range of the dark photon and dark
Higgs masses.
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Fig. 5. 90% CL upper limits in αD × ϵ2 for the on-peak sample (left plot) and
off-peak sample (right plot).
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CONCLUSION
▸ Belle II successfully running  
▸ different low mass DS analysis: Dark Z’, Y(1S), Dark Higgs… 
▸ new techniques will allow to (hopefully) see the invisible 
▸ important to explore alternatives



THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!



BACKUP
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 Probing Dark Photons and ALPs at B-factories  (Torben Ferber)

BaBar: Invisible Dark Photon decays, backgrounds
�5

Unlike the Belle II electromagnetic calorimeter (see 
pictures), the BaBar calorimeter is symmetric in Φ (and 
hence has projective cracks between the crystals): 

• Excellent to measure charge asymmetries. 
• Not optimal for uniform photon efficiency.

Φ
Belle II 

Belle II ▸ Belle II ECL has no projective cracks in Φ 
▸ excellent to measure charge asymmetries 
▸ not optimal for uniform photon efficiency


